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The Atlantis World is the final book in The Origin Mystery, the trilogy that has become a global

phenomenon. * Over 2,000,000 copies sold * Translated into 23 languages * In development to be a

major motion picture *

__________________________________________________________________A GLOBAL

CATACLYSM BEYOND IMAGINATION...A MYSTERIOUS SIGNAL FROM SPACE...AND ONE

LAST HOPE TO SAVE THE HUMAN RACE:THE ATLANTIS WORLD.As the clock ticks down to our

extinction, a team of scientists will risk everything to unravel the secrets of the

past._________________________________________________________Northern Morocco: Dr.

Kate Warner cured a global pandemic, and she thought she could cure herself. She was wrong.

And she was wrong about the scope of the Atlantis conspiracy. Humanity faces a new threat, an

enemy beyond imagination. With her own time running out and the utter collapse of human

civilization looming, a new hope arrives: a coded message from a potential ally.Arecibo

Observatory: Mary Caldwell has spent her life waiting, watching the stars, looking for signs of

intelligent life beyond our world. When that day comes, Mary is thrust into a struggle older than the

human race, with far greater stakes. She must decide who to trust, because there is nowhere to

hide.Antarctica: In the wake of the Atlantis Plague, Dorian Sloane finds himself a puppet to Ares and

his mysterious agenda. When Dorian moves to take control of the situation, Ares unleashes a

cataclysm that changes everything. As the catastrophe circles the globe, Ares reveals the true

nature of the threat to humanity, and Dorian agrees to one last mission: find and kill David Vale and

Kate Warner. There will be no prisoners this time. The orders are seek and destroy, and Dorian has

been promised that his own answers and salvation lie on the other side.With Dorian in pursuit, Kate,

David, and their team race through the ruins of the Atlantean ship left on Earth, across Atlantean

science stations throughout the galaxy, and into the past of a mysterious culture whose secrets

could save humanity in its darkest hour. With their own lives on the line and time slipping away,

Kate, David and Dorian are put to the ultimate test.ABOUTThe Atlantis World is the final book in

The Origin Mystery, the trilogy that has become a global blockbuster bestseller. This adventure

across space and time explores the history of the Atlantean homeworld and culture, a topic readers

have asked about since the release of the first novel in the series, The Atlantis Gene. The trilogy is

currently in development to be a major motion picture.NOTE: All three books in the trilogy are now

available.Book 1: The Atlantis Gene -- .com/dp/B00C2WDD5IBook 2: The Atlantis Plague --

.com/dp/B00GR5JZHQBook 3: The Atlantis World -- .com/dp/B00JVUQ2H0
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I happen to have read the first 2 books in this series, and was eager to finish the story. I would like

to start by saying that I did enjoy many things about this book, but it surely has some big flaws. First

thing you should know is that you will have to have read the other two books of the trilogy, as this

book will not stand alone. I was captured by the interesting plot and historical references in the first

book, but must say the series has definitely progressed in quite a different direction. This book,

while striving to provide detailed backstory and wrap up our characters' journey, has become a bit

unfocused. We have basically lost all connection to the planet earth, the interesting global

pandemic, politics, and most of the emotional connection to our characters. The book delves into

the past to show us the alien motivations and actions that lead to the Atlantis plague. We are taken

to different planets and walked through epic space battles and new alien civilizations. Most of the

characters felt like they were just devices to move the plot along, or carried over from the last book

without reason there was little to no development. I could have done without all but Kate and David

and the Atlanteans. I am a fan of sci-fi and I really enjoyed a lot of the ideas here, but they were



nothing new or original. I think Mr. Riddle's ideas were a bit too grandiose to try and squeeze into

the trilogy. Most of this book feels like a prequel. I read this book in a day and a half, so clearly it

kept my interest. I wanted to see where it was going, but ultimately I was let down by the quick

resolutions and lack of emotional connection.

When I began reading the Atlantis Plague series I really got into the story A. G. Riddle set up. Once

I learned the characters and what their role was I found the entire story fascinating. I was very

excited to find out THe Atlantis World was available. While I still enjoyed the story spun, book 3 was

by far the hardest to follow. While immersed in the story I kept finding myself needing to go back to

hopefully get clarification and thinking to myself--I just may need to read this a couple of times to

make sense of all the different parts. I felt as though with the different pieces with the Sentinels, the

Serpentine Army, the Exiles and the beloved Atlateans, there were too many different groups

involved in this and after so much development it felt as though there was a rush to the end. Now, I

am certainly not an author, and perhaps I'm just sad that this series has come to end, but I felt the

last third of the book was confusing and ended somewhat abruptly. Yes, there is an ending to the

story but it feels somewhat incomplete. I would still recommend reading it because if you enjoyed

the beginning 2 books to this story you'll need to see where it all ends up.I hope this helps.

I stumbled upon the first book (The Atlantis Gene) after reading another novel on my Kindle. I think

the first thing that drew me to trying it out, was the fact that some of my current favorite authors

didn't have anything on the market for the near future, and secondly for the price. After reading The

Atlantis Gene in one day, I became hooked and wanted more of the story. The second novel (The

Atlantis Plague) picked up where the first left off, but created new questions for me and made me

thirst for the third and final novel (hopefully to answer all the questions it posed for me). Well... the

final novel (The Atlantis World) did exactly as promised and again I raced through it in just one day.

All I can say is I love Mr. Riddle's style and hope he is able to firstly take a little break to regroup and

secondly keep writing more. I will follow his publications and keep checking for more. I consider his

work to be equal in my minds eye, to established authors such as David Baldacci, James Rollins,

and Steve Berry.I highly recommend picking this novel up, but if you haven't read The Atlantis

Gene, start there first. You will definitely enjoy this book and trilogy as I have.

I really enjoyed the first two books and for the most part, I enjoyed the third book. However, there

are two big problems here:1) This book was rushed and it shows in the poor writing.2) The ending is



very disappointing.On the first point, it appears that A.G. Riddle's writing got worse. The characters

were not developed effectively. The dialogue was dry and repetitive. The author has a great

imagination and I just wish that he had spent more time revising the third book before sending it to

print.On the second point, the build up of tension between the heroes and villains should have been

resolved in a meaningful way. Also, there is no need to resolve minor side plots in the series (the

baby, Major and Natalie, etc.). The author should have spent more time developing the major plot

lines.SPOILER SPOILER SPOILER: The author cheats us out of resolving conflict between David

and Dorian, Ares and the Serpents, Lykos and Dorian, etc. etc. If you are going to build up tension

between characters, you'd better resolve that tension or you are going to have some very bitter

fans. Still fans, but bitter fans. The deaths of both Ares and Dorian felt like a major cop out. I could

go on because this is a sore spot for me but I don't want to totally ruin the book for anyone.Overall, I

am disappointed but enjoyed the book enough to give it three stars.
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